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Abstract
The advent of electronics and digital technologies in the last century has brought some
significant changes in how we use and behave around doors. In this development,

progress seems to imply a use of automation or shying away from physical interaction, and
consequently a subtle yet potentially rich channel of information.

Open Sesame explores an opportunity and complementary perspective of leveraging

digital technology to enrich the use of our haptic sense in future doors. The project poses

an example situated in an office environment and builds on methods of hardware sketching
to design a set of haptic door behaviours that reflect the state of a space. The resulting

perspective attempts to make digital information about a room accessible for the user at a

glance whilst reimagining the role of the door as a more active representative of the rooms
it connects.
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A Short and Personal Background

Introduction

For as long as I can remember and by the stories I have been told about myself, I seem to

Project Open Sesame started with simple observations of that often unseen and unthought

and most visual probably from when my parents got asked by kindergarden staff if it was

designed for architectural marvels. But the ones we use on a daily basis, our typical,

have an enduring fascination for seemingly ordinary objects in day to day life. The earliest
normal for their one year old child to look at stones for hours at a time.

of interaction with doors. Not the particularly grandiose or stunning ones customarily
everyday doors.

Somehow there is a connection. As such, this thesis might not reflect who I am as a person

For centuries, if not millenniums, the basic principle of doors and how they are used have

some preference very deeply rooted in an obscure and somewhat hidden room of me.

in the coming decades the advent of electronics and new technologies in the last century

today. Doors are often inside, I prefer to spend most of my time outdoors. But a reflection of

remained more or less the same. And whilst the principle of doors is unlikely to be ruled out
has brought some significant changes in how we use them.

At the flick of a button, a motor pushes it open. Swiping a card verifies that you have

access and unlocks for you. The addition of proximity sensors has allowed the creation

of automated digital door-men and perhaps most notably, the recent expansion of smart

phone enabled locks shows that doors are finding a deeper part of our digital infrastructure.
As this integration is taking place, there has been a strong focus on automation and visual
technologies. From this perspective, the concept of digital doors seems to shy away from
physical interaction. Even though our sense of touch, referred to as our haptic sense, is a
very subtle and potentially rich channel of information.

Open Sesame is an exploration of the door as an interface with a focus on touch and a look
at the value of the physical contact we have with them. What role could the qualities of our
haptic sense potentially play as the door goes digital?
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Goals & Wishes

Methods

My intention of exploring haptic interactions in future doors was a very broad picture to

The most central method in this projects approach involves a strong focus on iteratively

turned out to be. However as I worked, I managed to clarify a few points that I could follow.

haptic terminology and language, it remains hard to verbally or visually truly communicate

paint. Especially since I did not anticipate the topic of doors to be the pitch black water it

I wanted to;
•

learn more about haptics and the topic of doors.

•

investigate the door as an interface from the point of touch and look at the qualities of

•

explore what role the qualities of our haptic sense could play as doors are becoming

•

focus more on the exploration rather than developing a final concept.

physical interaction with everyday doors.

more integrated into our digital infrastructure.

Another thing I had to address was the influence of architecture and the huge selection of

components engineers have been developing over the years. As such, all the observations
and cognitive problems or opportunities I came across could be addressed by either re-

arranging the space or changing the components of that specific door. I approached this by
setting two further limitations.
•

I would look at the haptic behaviour of a door in a particular context rather than aiming

•

Instead of proposing a solution to a particular problem, I would explore an opportunity

at replacing or redesigning the door or it’s components.

to use digital technology to enrich physical contact with a selected everyday door.

In order to arrive at my goal of taking the discussion into physical form and presenting a set
of functional haptic sketch models. I divided my time after the research presentation into

sections of around 1,5 weeks, each section had a set of iterations of sketch models. These

sessions would enable me to look at a particular door parts and how some of it’s properties
might be influenced by digital technology. I did not manage to strictly follow this schedule
but it still became an important tool for shaping the thoughts and way of thinking about

doors that I proposed in the end. Even though I had to adapt my approach as I went along,
it was still a valuable point of entry.

After working with the topic for almost 17 weeks, I would honestly have to say that

doors continue to surprise me and likely will. In regards to my goals of developing as a
haptic interaction designer I can say that I feel like I have definitely achieved a greater

building and sketching in hardware in order to progress. Whilst researchers are working on
what is experienced through the sense of touch. For me, this was a slightly different process
than I am familiar with coming from an industrial design background, although one that
I relate strongly to and wanted to learn more about. Sketching in this perspective is not
restricted to visual mediums (Moussette, 2012) and implies a rough and quick form of

design representation that helps me as a designer to better make sense of what I am doing.
By physically building and bringing a feel into real life, I can understand what is important
in certain designs and make more informed design decisions. Two of these were put as

tiny experiments into the school environment and caused some interesting spontaneous

conversations. The method of building physical experiences is also known as experience
prototyping.

The Simple Haptics approach as described by Moussette (2012) is a way of opening up the
field of haptics to designers. An area that has long been developed around technical and

scientific inquiries with high technical requirements and a level of engineering often out of
reach for designers or the time they have at hand. By adopting low-fi methods to design

haptic experiences, it is possible to explore haptic designs in a reasonably quick and cheap
way.

In communicating the end result of this process, I refined my sketches into early prototypes
with the intention to be more specific and describe proposed feels to the outside world.
Although I did not adopt high fidelity tools in this transition as I initially had in mind, for
many reasons, I adapted my approach as I found suitable within the time given for this
project.

To complement this method and my observations and conversations with people about
their relationships to doors. I found acting out, or Wizard of Oz a valuable quick way to
reason around the behaviour of doors. I used this both in arranged workshops and as

spontaneous catalysts. Wizard of Oz was coined in the 1980’s by John F. Kelley and is a
technique where a user is interacting with a computer system that is actually operated

partially or fully by a human. In this project I have used it at times to enable users to think

out loud. Despite that the users have been more or less aware of the human manipulation, it
provoked thoughts only possible from physically experiencing door behaviours. It has been
a common theme that people have found it hard to relate to door behaviours since a door
is not, unless broken, expected to behave other than being “normal“. Many of the stories,

thoughts and reactions I came across therefore described situations where doors have been
broken and as a result acted up.

understanding, beyond the pages of what this report probably expresses. Despite all the

complications I do know that it has been one of the most valuable projects I have done in
terms of personal and professional development.
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Our Sense of Touch and Perception
Haptic ; of or relating to the sense of touch, in particular relating to the perception

What we label as touch, one of our five senses and the first to develop as we are born, is

and manipulation of objects using the senses of touch and proprioception.

actually a complex neurological network running throughout our entire body. It is popularly
associated with what we feel with our fingertips, yet at a closer look it can be divided into

- from Greek haptikos ‘able to touch or grasp,’ from haptein ‘fasten´

several categories accordingly to the mechanisms for sensing that are involved. The surface
of our skin, muscles and joints are infused with different types of sensors and receptors that
allows us to form what are known as sensory modalities. Essentially different things we feel.
Temperature (Thermo-receptors)

Light touch and pressure (Cutaneous receptors)
Pain (Nociceptors)

Proprioception (Kinesthetic receptors) A collective name for feeling movements of muscles
and joints and being able to position them relative to each other. Proprioception is easily

demonstrated by closing your eyes and touching your nose. Somehow you manage even
without seeing.

Touch is also intimately linked with perception. Lederman and Klatzky (1987) describes how
we, through the act of touching are able to gain knowledge of objects in the world around
us. The psychologist J.J.Gibson (1983), one of the more influential figures in this field
(image295.jpg, 1950)

describes it as “The sensibility of the individual to the world adjacent to his body by use of
his body”. Gibson (1962) also separates this type of “world exploration” into active touch,
what we commonly know as touching, and passive touch, being touched. The process of

discovering the world through touch is often summarised in the term haptic perception. As
touch encompasses perception and action like no other sense, it becomes a very rich and

complex bidirectional interface to the world. (Moussette, 2012). It is important to remember
however that we experience most things through more than one sense, and by leveraging

A map of the brain related to sensory and motor functionalities with the body distorted to represent
sensitive areas. (Penfield & Rasmussen, 1950)

more than one sense and allow them to work together, our experience will likely be richer or
we lessen the load upon for example sight alone.

Haptics
Haptics is a field relating to our sense of touch spread over various disciplines, and therefore
could take on different forms of explanation. Probably the most concise yet descriptive
definition comes from the professor Will Provancher;
“Haptics is to touch, as optics is to sight”.

Moussette (2012) distinguishes two major perspectives in defining haptics in a

contemporary meaning. A human centric approach, based on perception and cognition,
(Moussette, 2012)

and a techno centric approach where technological systems are created to stimulate the

As new tools and methods are developed, haptics is no longer confined to precision engineering and
designers can more actively design for our sense of touch. The images above shows an electronic
prototyping board called Arduino hooked up to a vibration motor with a touch plate and an example
of a low-fidelity haptic sketch taken from Simple Haptics (Moussette, 2012). These tools and low-fi
approaches allows designers to prototype and more actively consider haptic stimuli.
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human sense of touch. He also stresses that even though they are separated for greater
clarity, in reality they are most intertwined.

Haptic technologies have been around in one form or the other for quite some time and
used to be a field confined to high fidelity engineering (Moussette, 2012). The field has

recently been taking stage within interaction design at the advent of tools and methods that
makes it possible for designers to more actively consider and design for our sense of touch
in products and systems.
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(Yoshimura, Tillbyggnaden
Göteborgs Rådhus 1913 - 1937)

Doors, Thresholds and Gateways
Whilst it could seem like a fairly simple thing to explain what a door is, it could equally be
less expected than pointing to the nearest exit.

Architecture offers a direction where they organise a flow of people between spaces. In this

organisation there are many variants of what we might consider a door. Words like threshold
and gateway are used to depict different types of passages. Thresholds are boundaries
where places meet, signified by a line on the floor, a written sign or even just cultural

agreement. Gateways are more open, often used to mark a point of transition, between

rooms with different functions or in life as frequently used in rituals throughout history. From
a more concrete perspective, doors are associated with privacy, control and protection.

Even though probing these meanings were not the intention with my work. It is of interest to
consider it’s intimate link to the spaces it connects.

The image above comes from Rådhustillbyggnaden in Gothenburg, a building drawn by
the swedish architect Gunnar Asplund. What Asplund was aiming for as he designed the

staircase, or transition to the upper floor, was to slow people down as they walked to their

proceedings with their attorneys, promoting reflection of what was to come. He did this by

extending the step length, making it hard to run or hurry through it. In extension influencing
us through our haptic sense. Perhaps a more down to earth example might be a worn out
“wiggly” and semi-functional handle I encountered on an otherwise quite fancy building

in Stockholm. The point being that we are influenced by passages in many ways, including
how they feel to undergo as well as to manually operate or touch.
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“Doors are such a ubiquitous and common element of our interactions with our environment
that we seldom pay attention to them. However, we hardly can ignore them.”

- Julijonas Urbonas, 2009

Probing a World of Doors
As I started to venture into the topic and look at different types of doors in my surrounding.

Their intimate relationship to context became clearer, a door is not a door without it’s wall or
The SCC/DOORIA factory outside of Umeå produces around 48,000
doors per year, all on order. Peder Boman, production manager
summarises ; “Sometimes I wonder where they are all going“

as Jim Johnson* (1988) labels them, they are in fact hole-walls. Walls that can become holes
and then walls again. The reason why I bring up his perspective is because I think it speaks

a lot about the purpose of doors. In some situations or for certain people, it is only a barrier,
whilst in other cases it might fill a desired function. It regulates a flow of people, a line of

sight or keeps the elements out of your home at the same time as it allows you to pass. Fire,

sound, burglars, the list of desired types of flows to control is long. I have come to make the
distinction where some doors directly serves the interest of the people that inhabit a space,
blocking out the sound to an office or enabling privacy, whilst others are put in place to

primarily serve the interest of the building, at best indirectly serving the interest of the user.
At a more abstract level in how we read them, they could form culturally based functions as
for example a mediator of time and access (Nichols et al., 2002).

However we turn it and as I will explain in more detail later in this report. The door is one

of the most basic representations of an interface. It is often used alongside the explanation
of affordances to draw parallels to different types of user experiences. It’s knobs or levers
needs to clearly indicate how to use it.

The door as a metaphor or symbol is also widely used in language, something we can see
in sayings like “Revolving door politics” or that “The door is wide open“. Likewise, a door

could be closed to signify an end or unlocked to serve as an opportunity or beginning. The
gesture of opening the door for someone could even be seen as part of our unspoken,
physical language.

Perhaps the most classic view is that of an entry point in-between worlds. From many

aspects, it therefore assumes a representative role for whatever is behind. We attach notes,
This example I came across in Stockholm illustrates the door as a
representative very well. The state of the door tells one story, but in reality,
it was just an ordinary apartment building .

family names or other pieces of information that is relevant to what is behind it.

As Alexander, an architect working in Gothenburg phrased it. Doors should reflect a greater

architectural idea. Through material, form and function, it ideally represents the space where
it is put into place.

What I observed in regards to this comment was that the door remains the same yet the

state of the rooms or spaces changes as we inhabit them. From that perspective, despite
“Walls are a nice invention, but if there were no holes in them, there would be no way to get

in or out; they would be mausoleums or tombs. The problem is that, if you make holes in the
walls, anything and anyone can get in and out (bears, visitors, dust, rats, noise). So Architects

their kinetic nature, the properties of doors are static. Left to the users and probable delight

of the designer, most doors show some sign of local adaptations to accommodate for these
living states.

invented this hybrid: a hole-wall, often called a door, which, although common enough, has
always struck me as a miracle of technology.”
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- Jim Johnson* (1988)
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The Qualities of Physical Contact With Everyday Doors

The Character of Things

In an interview with Julia Ternström at Umeå School of Architecture, we spoke about doors

Throughout the project I have been gathering stories around the perception of doors. A

we come into direct physical contact with the building. It is a point of exchange where our

One story referred to a wooden door that became “the banana” in winter time, another

from a point of tactility. From an architectural point of view, it is one of few places where

sense of touch plays a part in our perception of the space. Or as Finnish architect Juhani
Pallasmaa (2005) states in his book The eyes of the skin;

“The door pull is the handshake of a building, which can be inviting and courteous or
forbidding and aggressive.”

pattern that emerged was that we at times read the behaviour of doors as characteristics.
referred to their porch door as cranky.

This door below to the left has been known amongst students as “unfriendly” due to it’s
weight, making them feel weak. Paradoxically, it is the entrance to a gym.

As briefly mentioned, architects have been working with these questions for a long time

through the use of different materials and form. Though they are reactionary to what is on
the market, even the feeling of the door in terms of resistance is considered. A feeling of

solidity and weight often communicates quality, and even though modern hinges makes it
possible to swing a 150 kg steel door with little effort. Small boxes with arms called “door

closers” are attached to provide an adjustable resistance. With no resistance or a resistance

that does not visually match what we expect from previous experiences or look of the door,
it is hard for us to operate it with accuracy. Humans also need some resistance to achieve
precision (Maclean & Hayward, 2008).

Part of the qualities of physical interaction with doors is this direct exchange and influence
through the haptic information channel. Another part is the ability and sensitivity that we

have developed for manipulating doors in this format. As a play of thought, picture a person
trying to silently sneak out of a room. Then replace the door with an automatic opener.

Naturally there are places for both these types of doors. But the contrasts become very

clear. If we are aware of a situation, we can achieve a range of interactions using our motor
system and sense of touch that systems are at least as of today, incapable of.

To further explore how we might think of these characteristics I organised a workshop where
participants dressed up as doors and were asked to create situations based on a place and
an emotion and then act out different door behaviours or characteristics that could play
a part of representing the specific space. Besides being entertaining, participants used

different door expressions to warn of impending drug busts or hesitating doors reflecting
your state of assurance. The theme was inspired by a paper and workshop called the

character of things by Lars-Erik Janlert and Erik Stolterman (1997). Their research revolves
around the notion that people as well as things are attributed characters that helps us
understand and relate to them.

Julia Ternström at UMA drew parallels to her summer house and how the feeling and

character of that particular lock was intimately linked with her perception of the house.

None of these examples are singularly haptic or isolated experiences, although it points to

a sensitivity we sometimes form relationships to over time. And like most of my encounters
with stories from people, they derive from situations where the door has not behaved in a
way they have expected or that it has been broken. We are influenced by these traits, yet

they are rarely thought of as other than defects or kinks. Engineers strive towards a feeling
of mechanical quality and smoothness.

Even though reading characters seems more common as a result of a personal connection

over time. That does not always have to be the case. Some behaviours influences us without
prior knowledge or usage of an object. A man at the office I was visiting in Luleå mentioned

that he had visited an electronics store to refund a product. As he entered, the door acted in
an erratic fashion and for a split second he mentions feeling refused and unwelcome.
Could designers more actively consider these characteristics and see them as an
This clip shows a man exiting an ongoing lecture, without even looking he slows down the door,
operating the mechanism with delicacy to lessen noise as it closes. This shows we have developed a
great sensitivity and capability of percieving and manipulating the door in this format.
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opportunity of design? Would they be interpreted as broken or can they be designed in
such a way that they can serve as a form of influence?
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Doors as Interfaces
Despite being such an everyday encounter, or perhaps just because of this. Doors are rarely
considered as interfaces in a similar manner as for example the screen of mobile phones

or computers. Yet if we step back and see doors as an object we actively interact with, not

only do we realise something about the door, but we begin to see that our world is frequent
with analogue user interfaces, from light switches to clothing hangers. And like most user
interfaces, it is important that users can understand how to use them.

(bukowskis, 8404059_fullscreen.jpg)

Whilst most about what makes conventional doors fairly easy to operate derives from

The shape of a handle influences how we approach, grasp and use it. The picture shows a classic and a
quite successful design indicating pushing or pulling when attached to corresponding sides of a door.

years of repetition and forming mental models on how they work. When these formed

experiences does not match up with what we perceive or have experienced, pulling a door

that was supposed to be pushed or jolting a heavy looking metal door open because it was
contrastively light to handle. We can question the design of the interface. In many ways,

across all senses, we read and manipulate doors from principles applicable to most forms of
user interface design.

The term affordance was coined by the american psychologist J.Gibson in his book The

Ecological Approach to Visual Perception in 1979. Affordances are more or less signs, or as
Gibson proposes “Indications of action“.

“When affordances are taken advantage of, the user knows what to do just by looking; no

(Gaver, 1991)

picture, label, or instruction needed.” (Norman, 1988)

The most frequently cited book in this matter is probably Don Norman’s The Design of

Everyday Things (1988) where he elaborates on the concept of affordances and how they
relate to doors. For example, a plate on a door indicates pushing whilst knobs are for

turning. Gaver (1991) extends this beyond the visual sense and talks about the notions of

tactile and sequential affordances. With a smooth surface, a handle might visually indicate

that it is inviting to touch, but it is only when you grasp it that you discover that it gives way
The size of doors in your surrounding
provides hints of their use and the space
behind it. The human sized door is likely for
people and the larger one some form of
vehicle, probably leading to a garage.

Sequential affordances: One affordance leads to
another. Visual information indicates grasping (A & B)
Tactile information indicates turning (B & C)

and eventually enables you to open the door.

By viewing doors through the lens of affordances as interfaces we interact with. We can

start to understand how we perceive and in extension use them. It allows us to focus on

the interaction between user and technology rather than one of them alone (Gaver, 1991).
Doors can be studied like this as an isolated entity, however the interesting bit in this

project started as I considered it in a larger setting where the door is not just an interface for
opening and closing it self but an interface that connects the two spaces on each side. As
previously mentioned serving as a form of representative within a certain context.
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Ubiquitous ; adjective

present, appearing, or found everywhere

Ubiquitous Computing

Computational Technology as a Design Material in Doors

The concept of ubiquitous computing emerged in the late 1980’s and was first phrased

It is clear that even everyday doors are becoming more and more infused with electronics

interaction and was further influenced by the work done at Xerox PARC at the time.

the fire alarm has gone off, you might have noticed that certain doors close automatically.

by HCI researcher Mark Weiser, it was built on his earlier research on human computer

The basic concept consists of moving the computer out of boxes and screens and into the
world and objects in it. Since then, the term has spawned several sub groups such as the

notion of context awareness, mobile computing and smart environments. Other names for
it is pervasive computing or ambient intelligence, each with a slight difference. A common
theme is that if computing embedded in our everyday life could sense and communicate

and part of our digital infrastructure. For example, if you ever have been in a building when
At other occasions, you might have encountered time based locks or card readers that only

allows access to certain people. These are all changes made possible due to the addition of
computational technology. Another way of saying it is that computational technology adds

temporal structure (Hallnäs and Redström, 2002). It allows things to change their properties
over time as a result of sensors and computation.

with the environment and each other in clever ways, we can find ways of reducing

In the same way that devices around us today become more aware of their location or

example of context awareness comes from mobile devices; by allowing the device to sense

described to a certain extent already ongoing although with a prominent focus on visual

complexity for users in different situations. Without going into deeper detail. A basic

the brightness of your environment, it seamlessly adjusts the screen for good legibility.

In his 1991 article “The computer for the 21st century”, Mark Weiser proposes examples of

context, could doors actively adapt to certain situations in a similar manner? This is as

technologies or on automated building related functions. What is popularly referred to as

“smart-locks” for example uses the presence of the user to lock and unlock a door of choice.

how we could take the human environment into greater consideration and allow computers

Within the field of interactive architecture, researchers are starting to consider our sense

mean to make it invisible as you’d first imagine. The notion of transparency is a result of

as walls, ceilings and floors (Pohl & Loke, 2012). During my visit at TEI’14 in Munich, I had

to become transparent and part of the background. Transparency in this sense does not
human phsycology. As we learn something well enough, we cease to be aware of it. As
Bill Buxton explains in his 2013 talk at TechFest, transparency means asking if it is used

in an appropriate place and serving an appropriate function. If both these questions are
answered, we are probably more likely to quickly adopt it and in a longer run not think

consciously about it. The information does no longer require active attention, it becomes
available at a glance.

of touch in the development of interactive surfaces and future architectonic elements such
the opportunity to talk to Lian Loke from the design lab at the University of Sydney and she

explained how there is an increasing interest for tactility as a contrast to the more traditional
visual and spatial considerations. Viewing environments in this active way is one example of
opening up a new perspective to architectural elements.

In short, the addition of computation as a design material allows us to see doors in a

different light, it’s first implementations also brought valuable pragmatic solutions. For

example, automated doors in hospitals or public places lessens the spreading of germs
and makes public places accessible to more people. The question I pose in this project
is not aimed at challenging these benefits, it is more related to the senses considered

when looking through these new glasses. Could we use digital technology to add value to
physical interaction with doors? Using the qualities of our haptic sense.

When most doors are constructed today, wiring tubes for future electronic systems are already installed.
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These three projects are examples exploring how computational technology in different

ways could enrich our interaction with everyday doors. They all show unique qualities and

(Maclean et al., 1999)

takes on doors that I feel show the possible depth of the topic.

Haptic Door Knob, 1999
Maclean and Roderick (1999) explored the possibility to embed active haptic interactions

into an ordinary door knob in their study called Alladin. Their team used a setup consisting

of a half door mounted on a desk integrated with speakers and combined haptic feedback
with the effect of sound coming from the other side of the door to build expectations on
approach.

The study poses 5 different narratives where the feeling of the knob reflected a story.
(Urbonas, Talking Doors, 2009)

Their vision was to enhance and explore the interaction with embedded computation and
employ active haptic feedback as an expressive element within everyday objects.

In a second paper on the setup, the focus lies on forming a haptic language or vocabulary.
This vocabulary has served as inspiratory influence for me in designing for the situations I
have drawn from usage scenarios.

Even though their narratives were a bit more conceptual than the very concrete situations I

am proposing. I think it poses a nice parallel with many similarities to what I set out to do. As

Talking Doors, 2009

I came across this project I was at first a bit distressed, this was almost what I was planning to
do, yet at a second look, I started seeing their conclusions as a form of verification that there

As a part of “Vilnius - Capital of Culture 2009”, artist and design PhD Julijonas Urbonas

might be something in the representational perspective on doors that I wanted to see if I

at RCA in London set out on the project Talking Doors. The goal was to study the doors

could take a bit further.

aesthetic potential to trigger and organise various psychological, conceptual and social

The five doors you see above were taken from Vilnius and equipped accordingly to 5

different ideas that had come out of a series of workshops and activities surrounding the
public doors of Vilnius.

In one of these doors, the sounding door on the right side, Julijonas explored the creaking

characteristic sounds of doors and poses the question why we want to “mute” doors? Could
they instead become a musical stage where sound is just as much part of the identity of the

(Ju, W., & Takayama, L., 2009)

events.

building it self?

The Visual Repertoire of Automatic Doors, 2009

What I find interesting in this work is that it sees the dynamic potential of doors through the

This study from Stanford explored a variety of new “door gestures” designed to offer

granted. There is a sort of poetic aspect in this as well in that instead of dismissing sound in

and video, their research showed that people attribute these new motions human-like

use of technology. It also questions some of the qualities of doors that have been taken for

doors as something unwanted, it considers it as an opportunity of enriching the experience
of interacting with it. In that way, there are some parallels to my project in that it explores
senses that otherwise are not always considered in this format.
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different levels of approachability in automatic doors. Through Wizard of Oz techniques
characteristics and managed to increase the sense of welcoming. This suggests that

designers can design interactive environments to signal subtly and expressively, much like
animators.
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Situating an Example
With this research and perspective in mind, I looked at contexts where the activities of

rooms changes frequently throughout a day and where there is an infrastructure with digital
room related information. This could for example be future smart homes, offices or larger
gym facilities.

The office environment turned out to provide some very direct examples where this state

change or information was not always clear to the people working there. People come and

go, are available to varying degrees, different projects inhabit different spaces and meeting
rooms are booked or available at different times.

Besides the apparent information and inspiration available from being present at school. I

had contact with two offices, one up in Luleå where I met with Jon Karlberg at Tillväxtverket
and the other down in Gothenburg where I got an insight into Mölnlycke Healthcare which
is a larger office with 350-400 employees.

A common theme of room related tensions at these two locations were the states of

meeting or event rooms. Both contacts spoke about spontaneous meetings where you need

to know in the moment if a room that seems free is available and that no one will disturb you
5 minutes later.

There are screen based systems out there that provides this information visually, this was
however not an option at one of the sites where the architect in charge would not allow
it aesthetically. At the other location they had such screens, yet they were not used for

smaller meeting rooms that actually demanded a greater flexibility in terms of use. In these
Office environments, although it’s often plain looks offered an interesting place to situate an example.

conversations we spoke about my perspective on doors and the notion of having the door

feel differently in certain situations. Based on these observations and interviews I found it an
interesting example to design for.

Could we by merely interacting with the door upon entry become aware or tell if a meeting
room is available, about to be booked or already active? And what would suitable haptic

door behaviours be in those situations? They still have to make sense in some way and work
along with the other senses.

The three states I decided to design for, build and situate an example around was;
•

When a room is unbooked and available for a time onwards.

•

If there is an event ongoing.

•

When there is an event approaching.

In some, often hospitals or older offices, you can see the use of simple systems of lights indicating the
status of a room.
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Shaping a Selection of Haptic Behaviours
In parallel with starting to design behaviours for these situations, there were a few
considerations I identified from observations and short wizard of oz sessions.
•

Any behaviour needs to be recognisable within the first 35° of opening due to that we

•

Our grip of the handle varies highly yet any handle based sensation needs to be sensed

•

In the case of an ongoing meeting or event, could the door not only give you an

rarely have contact with the door for more than that.

at the point of contact and distinguish itself in use.

indication but promote a more subtle entry? Assisting you in and being part of your
entry like proposed in the earlier workshop.

Other than this, what I was looking for in these situations was not entirely clear, what does a
booked room door feel like? How does it behave? There is very little to relate to outside of

the type of information that is sought to be communicated. In this way it was hard to say that

it should feel like up or down, left or right in correspondence to a display as when designing
navigation in more traditional digital devices. Generated haptic signals can also feel forced
or out of place if not properly balanced between aesthetics and functional qualities as
described by Maclean (1999).

One way to approach it is to use metaphorically derived symbols (Maclean & Hayward,

2008). For example that an area is seen as hot when it is active or something that is more
critical has a higher intensity. Another is more abstract icons learnt to represent certain

events over time. Similarly to what is done in cellphones where custom vibration patterns

allows you to know who is calling without looking. Chan et al., (2007) showed that we can

Vibration, Thump, Temperature

at a later date. In controlled environments, it has been pushed even higher.

These first sketches were aimed at quickly testing a set of different hand sized haptic signals.

However I form the experience in theory, I felt like I needed to start building and

motors, one with a larger oscillating solenoid thumping a changeable material slate and

learn up to 7 haptic patterns within minutes and identify them with a high level of accuracy

They were wooden grip size pieces with 3 different types of signals, one with small vibration

investigating some of these modalities to be able to find my way and reason around

then the third containing a peltier element that changes temperature as a current is passed

their possible role. What is heat, cold or vibration in the context of a door? Likewise, what

through it. These are properties that could also vary in intensity and perhaps be used to

are their limitations? The model proposed by Houde and Hill (1997) provided me with

indicate different levels of salience like an approaching meeting or presence.

a reflective model of balancing my sketches. The triangle depicts the different priorities
of why a sketch or prototype is built. To investigate the possible role, look or ways of

Cold < - > Warm

implementing a final solution. The finished product would live somewhere at the center with

Slow < - > Fast

a balance in-between all the corners.

Quite early on I could draw the conclusion that it is not possible to discern different

temperature nuances other than cold, skin temperature “nothing” and burning. (Jones
& Berris, 2002). This also verified the conclusions I found as I dove deeper into the

(Houde & Hill, 1997)

development of thermal interfaces. The zones are typically 5-20 °C ; 30-36 °C and maxes out
at around 45.

Another observation was that a thumping action, or the larger yet soft oscillation was

described by many as more pleasant than the more intense smaller vibration motors.

These small excursions provided some first steps. Although I felt next one was to put these
in the context of a handle on a door. However due to the diversity of grips and visual

influence of a custom handle I decided that it would be interesting to see if I could embed
the sensations into the door it self.
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Buzzer

Thermo and Thumper

By attaching vibration to real handle I was hoping to see what kind of reaction it created

As the previous hack of inserting vibration in a real situation did not hold up in a longer run,

revealing them on the exterior, I decided to place them inside on the spindle between the

it on the door using a plate from an existing handle that I took apart. It enabled me to try

from passers by. After trying a few locations for placing the vibration motors without
two sides.

I manufactured new parts and welded a metal handle that would hold up a bit better. I fixed
both a softer thump and heat just by switching the insert.

Small vibration motors like these are probably the most commonly used haptic component.

Since the larger but soft thumping handle also showed the need to linger a bit and hold

standing out in a plethora of situations. Regular vibration is not really a common recurrence

tested the heated module by mounting it in the red lecture room at school. I let the handle

Partly due to it’s format and that it is easy to integrate, but also because it does really well in
in our everyday life. It is quite unnatural and therefore does well in for example a mobile
device. In the context of a handle though it just felt like a current passing through the

handle, it was quite unnerving and made noise. In order to make it less like a steady stream I
coded a pattern into it and even though this helped to perceive it more like a signal. People
are also unlikely to linger and hold a handle for that duration.

it. I did not pursue the further direct integration of it into the part that you hold. Instead I

be active at 4 different occasions when there were different classes inside and the reactions
became seeds for small conversations as people found out that I was behind it.

The temperature of objects that we touch forms a significant characteristic of materials

around us (Pohl & Loke 2012). Therefore we do not expect certain materials to have certain
properties. Metal for example is often thought of as cold in the context of doors. At first, I

heated up a handle using a heat gun. Although consistency was hard to achieve. Replacing
the handle of a lecture room with a heated version was more reliable and showed a great
interrupter without being physically harming, opinions and experiences naturally varied.

It was often registered as odd, regularly with the motivation that it was not expected. The

perceived temperature is also very dependant upon the temperature of your skin or if there

has been haptic conditioning. One individual had for example been holding a cup of coffee
before touching the handle which made him read it as less warm.

The common conclusions I could draw from this experiment was that temperature in

handles has strong perceptual links to human presence. I think the most visual example
of referencing human presence was that “it felt like touching a bus seat after someone

had been sitting there”. This was something I found very interesting and could possibly be
considered for depicting activity. Although with the high level of subjectivity, perhaps it
would best serve as a part rather than a stand alone.
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Beyond Handles
Since the handle often is our first physical contact with this type of door, it also felt like a

good place to start looking at how it’s physical properties could actively change. So far I

had only looked at embedding haptic icons at the point of touch. There is a difference with
this and the characteristics that arise from the mechanisms themselves. As you undergo a

specific movement of opening/closing or operating the handle lever, something happens. It
could be perceived as sluggish, light, old etc.

To get a better overview I composed a list of which properties are present and in what way

these might change dynamically. They formed a basis of seeing what to try, since my project

requires a fair amount of building fairly large things, time was scarce and I chose to focus on
a few core elements.

Hinges
•
•

Force

Friction

Handle
•

Temperature

•

Friction

•

Force

Sheet
•

Stiffness

My approach drew inspiration from Macleans previous studies on knobs and their listing of
haptic properties, wording and variation. Their proposed wording describes the opposites
of haptic sensations divided into Kinesthetic axes; movement and forces, and Tactile axes;
skin sensations.
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The modular walls at Kvadrat textiles Stockholm office, designed by Bouroullec are sections of thicker
sound insulating textile plates making it possible to divide spaces without fixed structures.

Textile Impressions
One of my entries to this project was that I wanted to investigate a textile perspective in

relation to haptics in doors. This is not that far fetched considering that drapes have been
used for blocking in of spaces or covering entrances for a long time. Textile drapes used
as doors also offers a completely different dynamic in how we pass and experience an
entrance.

The limitations of these kind of solutions comes in the properties of most textiles. In order
for it to be usable as a door in more general environments, it needs to be able to close

fully and apply to many strict demands like sound insulation and/or fire, requirements that
current doors fulfil by selecting a thicker core material designed for a specific purpose.

Materials like the ones used in the interior of the Kvadrat office shows that sound insulation
within textiles could be achieved in many other ways than conventionally thought of.

Perhaps this way of thinking could be utilised in everyday doors. The addition in the process
would be interesting interactive qualities that textiles offers.

From Stiff to Flexible
In order to attempt to break free from my own preconceptions. I asked myself, what is

the most radical yet relevant thing I could do? The result was approaching the subject

by challenging the idea of a solid door by being able to adjust a door sheets stiffness or
flexibility digitally. Similar physical explorations are being undergone at MIT with their

Sheet Jam projects (see references for link). The basic idea of this set of sketches was to

defamiliarize myself and others with the physical properties of a door blade to see what
ideas came out of it.

The sketches I made were miniature or cross sections. But here, the scale difference seemed
to open for discussion on how it would physically be handled. By taking inspiration from
the haptic qualities of textiles. A range of gestures new to this format appeared. The act

of peaking was for example discussed in all the conversations. A slight hint in a corner or

silently just lifting an edge shows a different type of consideration and has a more discrete
feel. If a door would be soft and flexible, it would also inhibit a unintentional drastic
entrances. Perhaps even promoting a different physical style of entry.

The experiments with splitting up the sheet of the door and making it variable showed that
it would most likely be possible to merge sound insulating properties of present doors
with new types of physical interactions. I believe this idea could be formed into a door

concept that could situate nicely in environments using other textile elements such as the

Bouroullec brothers walls. In the end I did not follow this path further since it also shattered
the sensitivity we have for everyday doors. As soon as I started to break it up so radically

in terms of properties, it started to be more of a new door concept in its own rather than
dealing with the changing haptic expressions.
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Boink, Trying to Hack Existing Mechanisms
A few weeks into the project I was asked when and if I wanted doors with frames from the
factory of my sponsor company. I had been promised them if needed before the project

and since I found it unlikely that I would be allowed to screw in the sheets of school property
(noted that I was promised to hack the room of our programme director). I thought that

these would provide a way of hacking their properties whilst still being able to have around
the clock access and be able to move them between places. It would also save me some
time of construction. At least so I thought.

In order to use these I built two structures where I could hang them, unfortunately they

were much heavier than expected. This caused the entire structure to subtly give way as the
doors were operated and messing with the feel. In hindsight I could probably have put it

into an existing frame at school. The only issue then would be being able to transport it. The
project so encountered a number of technical problems as I had underestimated the forces
involved.

Hoping to still hack the smaller existing mechanisms in doors and provoke different feels.
I dismantled an existing lock which replied with a prominent “boom”, or more accurately

“boink” (I should have figured that lock chests include springs). In slight distress I realised
that I cannot put it back together neither am I a mechanical engineer. The process of

modifying such complex things with such a limited time frame without even knowing the
results would not be efficient. Previous projects regarding doors that I had encountered

Grinder & Clicker

metaphorical equivalence of a little boy kicking a stone wall as a few grains of sand trickle

Instead of hacking the handle mechanism internally, I started adding resistance and

to was on the other hand much more rewarding.

spindle that connects the two sides. In the module I could then switch between different

had teams of engineers behind them. My attempts at hacking the mechanisms have a

down in disguised sympathy. These were quite futile attempts I must say. What they led me

What I could use full sized doors for was to quickly simulate different resistances in wizard of
Oz sessions, these conclusions became part of the base for implementing the behaviours in
further iterations of scaled down or cropped doors.

different characteristics on the back of doors in the form of a flat module that fit on the
cogs that created slightly different types of feedback.

In terms of the door sheet it self, I scaled it down to a cross section to have a greater control
of the forces. Rubber bands on the back gave different amounts of resistance and to create

friction in the hinge you could lift up the door and exchange different friction plates seen in
the top right image. At a later stage, magnets were added on a slider on the back to alter

•

A variation from heavy to light push in opening is interpreted as that there is something

•

Unusually or un-expectantly heavy doors are often seen as less welcoming.

I could draw a number of conclusions from these attempts at generating new characteristics;

resistance in the door. These are equally balanced with the visual impression of the

•

•

in the way. A softer transition is more felt like a signal or warning.

There is a relationship between the force required to operate a handle and the
door in it’s entirety.

the force required to first open it.

•
•

Clicks or sharper icons are often just seen as mechanical malfunctions.

Layering it on top of existing mechanics creates a grey soup of haptics, most things
drown in the tactile noise from heavy springs and metal.

Fine changes are not perceived in coarse movements like swinging the door open.

As I tested these, peoples curiosity drew them look behind the door to see what was making
the feeling happen. Some users even turned their head away from seeing it as they wanted

to fully focus on the sensation. This was later adressed in the refined setups by being able to
fully enclose the mechanisms.
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Three Kinds of Snaps
Instead of clicks, I went on to what I would more describe like snaps. A softer, less

mechanical and synthetic feel would perhaps stand out better and be perceived as less
confusing. Since todays doors are capable of disengaging the mechanics of the two

sides and replacing it with more or less any type of feedback. I felt this was still very much

realistic as a reasoning. Instead of focusing on building it into the form of a handle directly,
I constructed small haptic contraptions to see what a potential feel could be like. These
three sketches represents a progression towards what stood out as a more promising

characteristic to pursue rather than a specific type of snap. Each sketch could be used
differently to see what the technique could achieve.
1. Snapper

The first swinging arm had a little plastic sheet that ran over straight lines to provide a type

of softer snap instead of a sharper click. It was somewhat successful but not quite what I was
looking for.

2. Soft Snapper

The second iteration used the rubber bands that provided a softer feel in the Grinder. I

would liken it to a guitar and it was perceived a lot softer and quite pleasurable, yet with a
prominent sound side effect.
3. Smooth Snapper

The feeling of playing on the rubber bands reminded me of the sudden release of magnets.
By simply attaching magnets with different sides facing upwards, I could run them over each
other and see what that would feel like.

Handle Setup
Using the rubber band and magnets technique I built a platform on the back of one of

the doors where I could relatively quickly test a number of patterns. The lever on the back

directly linked to the front handle and had built in magnets facing the door, as you pushed

down the handle the lever would pass over a pattern of attracting or repelling magnets. By
varying the placement of the rubber straps and switching the magnetic plates I could try
different combinations of snapping and contrasts.

Using the magnets turned out to create a very pleasant and distinctive feel not far away from

1.
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2.

3.

the characteristics of the thumper in the beginning. The difference is that it provides a signal
as you pushed down the lever instead of having to hold it more firmly.
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Result
The final hardware prototype consists of three door cross-sections depicting the same office
door in the three different states. It incorporates differences in the force required to open it,
variations of temperature and haptic characteristics in pushing down the handle.

Most of the mechanisms are built into the sheet of the door to draw more attention to the
haptic properties with visual influence as low as possible.

The concept centres around the perspective that a door can be seen as more than an
isolated interface for how we open and close, lock or unlock it. They can be seen as

representatives of the spaces they connect to and as such, a representative for not only the
style of the room but the activity that is going on inside.

Our environments are growing more frequent with sensors and digital information and
some of this information is directly room related. Computational technology allows

interfaces to change as a result of digital information or on demand. The same becomes

true for doors as they become ever more integrated into our digital infrastructure. Today,
we work with visual techniques, lights and screens to bring this information closer to the

user by placing them in the environment. My theoretical and physical exploration points at
an opportunity to leverage the qualities of our haptic sense to allow this information to be

communicated seamlessly through an interaction with the physical fabric of the building it
self.

Initially, I was hoping of incorporating my ideas to one single representation that could

alter it’s properties and I did some smaller experiments with scaled down motors. I could

however conclude that using high power electronics with precision control was to far away

for the time I had at hand. I therefore continued yet refined the earlier low-fi approach with
the different plates, rubber bands and magnets. Creating the same door in three different

states would still communicate my design to an adequate level. Still involving quite a lot of
constructional complexity to be worked out.

Examples of refinements are the additions of foam to lessen impacts or the small tweaks
of the hardness of the snaps using furniture feet pads to create a cushioned distance inThis image exposes the different mechanisms from the back, in actuality they were covered up.

between the magnets. This became a lot smoother and even less noisy.

The next pages includes a visual description of each representation and a short background
as to why this particular feel was chosen to present. Image sequences explaining the
mechanisms and how the different feels are generated as well as images from their
construction is found in appendices A to C.
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Communicating Haptics
Depicting or explaining haptic sensations in other mediums than physically experiencing
the actual feeling provides a real challenge of documentation. There are still however a
few ways of approaching this. For example, in the development of a haptic language in

AVAILABLE
SWINGING DOOR OPEN

the Alladin study, they use punctuations, tempo and theme variations to communicate

haptic sensations through syntax (Maclean et al.,1999). Another way of doing so is drawing
from other sensory fields like sound design where waveforms can be adapted for visually
representing haptic signals.

For this report and as an exercise in trying to develop a personal way of working with

communicating haptic experiences I constructed a set of boards where I use some of the
Force

techniques mentioned above. In the case of temperature, I use reference objects that

can enable people to relate to a previous experience of holding an object. It was also

a conscious decision to leave out numbers and units in referring to forces since it is the
profiles in relation to each other I found most relevant.

Outside of these boards, I have experimented with a set of simple animations with the
ambition to see if they could provide a form of visual link. Similarly to other temporal

languages, the spatial aspects of haptic sensations may be layered and linked to a change

Angle

PUSHING DOWN HANDLE

of location over time. Since my mechanisms are very visual in them selves, perhaps a

condensation of these movements could be used in animation snippets as a part of a future
tool for communicating haptic behaviours.

Designing and depicting haptic icons of a turning wheel through the use of waveforms inspired by
sound depictions. (Swindells et al., 2006)

HANDLE TEMPERATURE
Situation

Lisa and Jim goes to a room further down the hall after
trying the one that was taken. At first touch, Jim knows
that this one is available and they go inside.
Description

The cooled handle does not require much force to
push down with two soft snaps in succession, one

more noticeable followed by a slightly lighter variation.
The door sheet has a slight increase in resistance but
swings easily.
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SWINGING DOOR OPEN

SWINGING OPEN DOOR

Force

ONGOING EVENT

Force

TO BE OCCUPIED

Angle

Angle

PUSHING DOWN HANDLE

PUSHING DOWN HANDLE

HANDLE TEMPERATURE

HANDLE TEMPERATURE
Situation

Situation

and decide to have a quick meeting. In the flow of

meeting has already started. As he grabs the handle,

Lisa and Jim encounter each other in the office hallway
the moment they enter the nearest room. The door

behaves in a way that makes it clear for Lisa that it is
soon going to be occupied.
Description

a first clue is given through heat, immediately as he
pushed down the handle, he encountered a silent
resistance, the mechanics already retracted as he

approached and there is no loud sounds as he enters.

Opening the door feels like a soft vacuum with a

Description

noticeably as the door opens wider. The handle

becomes heavier to operate. The resistance in the

sudden smooth release. The resistance increases
holds skin temperature and as you push it down

there are several distinct yet soft snaps. The more

distinguishable the bumps are the closer a coming
event.
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James arrives at the meeting door unaware that the

The handle is noticeably warm and quite directly
door sheet follows a similar profile, There are no

bumps, all is smooth to promote a silent entry. Trying
to yank up the door should ideally meet you with a
higher resistance than slowly opening it.
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Conclusions and Future Work
After nearly 17 weeks of living with this project, diving into related topics and trying things

out I am now summarising what has slowly come out of it. Perhaps I would best describe the
result I have arrived at as a perspective rather than a final design concept or artefact.

The concrete idea is quite simple. Layering relevant information in the feeling of the door

seen as a representative of a rooms state or activity. The questions that I have come to pose
along the way are explorational and aim at looking at a possible role of considering our
haptic sense in designing for digital doors.

The users response to my haptic sketches has been varied. On their own with no previous
experience or introduction to the semi-abstract behaviours I have designed, there is only
so much that can be read. Users would most likely have to learn the meaning of these

behaviours over time, within a certain context, it would then be possible to create seamless
and more meaningful relationships.

I stress the importance of having feels that separate themselves from the feel of the

mechanism. Otherwise a risk could be that the subjectivity of traits in door mechanisms you

encounter elsewhere starts meaning particular and non relevant things in random locations.
I also find it important to remember that the conclusions I am drawing are based on a

limited number of conversations and tests. Many of them informal and due to the reasons
described in this report based on table mounted, representational cross sections rather

User Testing
User testing has been an ongoing process, and I would rather call them user conversations
since it has been a mix of trying, thinking out loud and discussing. As I built different small
contraptions to think through my hands and see the next step, my own perception and
thought has been valuable, however by grabbing a person at school to see how they
perceived the same thing has been good input.

Such conversations were and have been ongoing with classmates as well as a few people
from the offices I visited. In shaping the final behaviours for the particular situations the

tests were centered around the suitability of a behaviour and how the descriptions can be

read together with the corresponding feel. Most people that I talked to could relate to the

situations I was posing and I tried to avoid making the setups harder to relate to despite the
scaling down.

I had similar problems as the Alladin study. They are not full size doors that look un-

expectantly normal, neither are you able to pass through, that makes it harder to fully reason
around how the behaviour influences you. The test I did of mounting a handle in a real life
environment gave more sporadic and as I see them more natural reactions and thoughts.

Even though “designing in the lab” is applicable in certain situations (Koskinen et al., 2011).
The best way to investigate this type of question is probably to build the components

for a real life environment, a far more time consuming task. I elaborate further on these

than actual passable doors situated within their context. Similarly to what Maclean found
through the study Alladin, users tended to linger and feel the heat, repeatedly opening
and closing the door or repeating the pleasant characteristic of the magnetic snaps for

an oncoming meeting. This would likely not be the case in a real situation. To draw further

conclusions. The idea needs to be applied in a real environment in a repeatable and stable
manner, similarly to the heated handle from which I did manage to draw some interesting
conclusions on that particular doors association with human presence.

Perhaps some of these behaviours can be used at multiple locations, but each context and
type of door offers their own behavioural challenge. There needs to be an awareness on

the role that changing physical properties over time would play, whether it is experiential or
connected to a more concrete bit of information. In discussions about the use of heat in the
context of a handle, the humorous but relevant example of a toilet door came up a couple
of times to illustrate contextual influences. Associations users drew to presence and in this
case warm toilet seats was not preferred. The difference of the activity of a room reflects

on the tactile information and how it is perceived just as much as our previous knowledge.
Heat above a certain temperature was by some also associated with fire on the other side.

Therefore it might be worth reflecting over if I am pushing it to for in this particular context.
Future work could include a study of how resistances and significant traits are interpreted

and experienced in different situations. I have only skimmed this part but it is still clear that

we are influenced by it, often as unwelcoming, is there perhaps situations where it could act
welcoming? And what would those situations and characteristics be?

encounters in the following conclusions.
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Considering doors as an interface capable of changing it’s inherent properties,

Reflections

just for the haptic sense even though that was my focus.

I think the most prominent feeling I have had throughout is how different this project

In this case I am not only considering rooms and human sized doors. When you step back

this topic I could not have foreseen the depth that it offered in terms of perspectives. I

representational for the activities or states on each side opens up a quite broad horizon, not

and observe, our world is full of different kinds of doors in-between “worlds”, meant in the
broadest sense of the word. To narrow things down, consider a door as a physical sheet

that separates one space from another and enables control of a flow. Examples in a home

environment could be ovens, washing machines, fuse boxes or the lid of a lap top. Outside
of the home we might encounter mail boxes or car doors.

has been in comparison to what I am familiar with or have done previously. Going into
limited my angles to exclude cultural influences and perceptions of privacy from the start
yet new things kept popping up. On a practical level, a lot had been done, and from an

observational point of view it was constantly changing shape, making it hard to grasp. This
aspect of doors and how they blend into our environment continue to fascinate me. It also
forced me to take a step back and look at a wider picture.

Should an oven feel the same way if the food is ready or not? if it is burnt? Could car doors

My approach of focusing on a particular object rather than the more common start of

looked into that particular case it turns out that research done in 2009 for a car manufacturer

It lead me into identify other connected areas as I worked. I did not know exactly what was

provide haptic feedback if you are about to slam it into the car parked next to you? As I
in Germany suggests the use of haptic feedback in car doors to warn parked drivers of
bicyclists coming from blind spots as they are about to exit.

The study from Stanford on approachability and visual gestures in automatic doors shows a

potential of being considerate of subtle nuances in physical expression, much like animators
work with their characters (Ju & Takayama, 2009). I think the same can be considered when
talking about tactile affordances. Although it is clear that door behaviours influences us, I

remain to ask myself to what level it is relevant for designers to think about these types of
interactions?

Does it make sense to consider haptics when thinking of doors and computation? Will it add
any true value? I think it does, although in my view as a consideration made in designing a

larger eco system rather than an isolated experience. Holmquist et al. (1999), suggested as
an alternative approach that we might take advantage of objects in our environment that

are not in them selves computers as physical representations pointing to online data. In a

critique of Holmquists suggestion, Redström (2008) puts fourth that simply extending the

spatial surface is somewhat naive. In most cases it would mean that different objects would
be competing over the same space for expression. I do agree with this statement and I see
a way of approaching such complexity through being highly considerate of the chosen
characteristics and space in which such a system lives.

looking into an area also turned out to be an interesting yet valuably frustrating experience.
good to know as I embarked, so for the first few weeks I read a myriad of things on topics I

thought relevant to understand doors, haptics led me into perception and aesthetics. Later
on expanding into things like affordances, pattern languages, semiotics, somaesthetics
and computing. From that point of view I now have a much broader theoretical view of

interaction design that I had not thought actively about before. My trip to the TEI conference
in February added to this broadening.

In some ways, after being away from school and design for two years of which I distanced
myself from design completely during slightly more than one. I consider it possible that

I had not entirely settled back into the state of mind required to plan and drive a Master
project only two months after returning. The project has therefore served as a way to

metaphorically sharpen my pencil to a point where I now feel ready to apply my skills in
a working situation. On the other hand, I believe this is a common experience in terms

of master projects. I do not regret anything due to the immensely valuable journey it has

been, yet if I would do it again I would do things a bit differently. For example, I have come
to recognise that similarly to how they approached automatic doors at Stanford. A team
approach would have been beneficial. Studying doors in a more detailed ground level

manner requires covering large areas and is a resource consuming endeavour. In sorting

out observations as well as hands on. However without this friction I have come to a point
professionally and insights/gut feelings that I would not have come close to in a smooth
sailing adventure.

The changing form factor and flexibility of screens allows us to build them into almost

I acknowledge that my focus has been looking at a small section in a big cloud. I see this

has inspired a new generation of “smart”, connected objects transformed from everyday life.

and a side of doors that is rarely considered. Similarly to what I stated in my brief, my project

anything. Yet miniaturised electronics and a more present cloud now than a few years ago
The Nest fire alarm is one such product. Perhaps new perspectives on how we view these
everyday objects will continue to emerge in one form or the other.

as natural and felt that the focus was important to explore what initially sparked my interest
will likely not turn the world on it’s head. But in the end, if I could shed some light on an

interface that is often taken for granted and generate a trail of thoughts in other people,

I feel that what I have arrived at is in line with my exploratory goal. From that point I am a
happy explorer.
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Appendix A ; Building The Final Prototypes

A

A

A
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Appendix B ; Building Platforms from the Less Successful Doorframes

B

B

Appendix C ; Fixing the Mechanism Inside the Door Sheet

Appendix D ; Stills of the different animations
AVAILABLE ; RESISTANCE IN OPENING

AVAILABLE ; HANDLE CHARACTERISTICS

C

D

TO BE OCCUPIED ; RESISTANCE IN OPENING

OCCUPIED ; RESISTANCE IN OPENING

TO BE OCCUPIED ; HANDLE CHARACTERISTICS

OCCUPIED ; HANDLE CHARACTERISTICS

D

D

Appendix E ; The Degree Talks, Exhibition and Poll

During the degree talks in the beginning of June I had the opportunity to talk to visitors
about the doors as well as allow them to vote on what was ongoing behind. The poll

showed that most of my designs were separable from each other to a large extent. The door
cross sections in the exhibition were meant to be felt in relation to each other and that was

definitely part of why so many managed to guess which was which. However the voting was
only a side experiment and more interesting was the conversations that came from them.

E

E

How might digital
technology enrich

physical interaction

How might
digital
technology
enrich physical
interaction
with everyday
doors?

with everyday
doors?

Have you ever thought about how many doors

haptic sense in future doors. This research

you encounter on an average day?

oriented project poses an example situated

It’s often quite hard to recall, and doors are

in an office environment and builds on

such a ubiquitous element of our everyday

methods of hardware sketching to design a

interactions that we rarely pay attention to

set of haptic door behaviours that reflect the

them. However they influence us in more ways

state of a space. The resulting perspective

than we likely think.

attempts to make digital information about a

Have you ever thought about how many doors you encounter on an average day? It’s often
quite hard to recall, and doors are such a ubiquitous element of our everyday interactions

that we rarely pay attention to them. However they influence us in more ways than we likely
think.

room accessible for the user at a glance whilst
Poetically phrased, the door is the handshake

reimagining the role of the door as a more

of a building, one of few places where we

active representative of the rooms it connects.

Poetically phrased, the door is the handshake of a building, one of few places where we

perceive architecture through our sense of touch. This singular instance is in a way static,

perceive architecture through our sense of
touch. This singular instance is in a way static,

When you step back and observe, our world

rooms are living as people inhabit them.

is full of different kinds of doors in-between

By enabling a doors haptic properties to live

“worlds”. Consider a door as a physical sheet

and adapt dynamically. Could designers be

connecting two dynamic worlds. This might be

more considerate of the physical behaviours of

an oven, fuse box, car door or the lid of your

doors? By merely walking into a room, would

lap top. As this space for design open up, a

it be possible to know something about the

range new questions starts to appear.

environment that is otherwise not obvious?

Perhaps this is what is most

rooms are living as people inhabit them. By enabling a doors haptic properties to live and
adapt dynamically. Could designers be more considerate of the physical behaviours of

doors? By merely walking into a room, would it be possible to know something about the
environment that is otherwise not obvious?

compelling of all.
Open Sesame explores an opportunity and
complementary perspective of leveraging

Open Sesame explores an opportunity and complementary perspective of leveraging

digital technology to enrich the use of our

digital technology to enrich the use of our haptic sense in future doors. This research

oriented project poses an example situated in an office environment and builds on methods
of hardware sketching to design a set of haptic door behaviours that reflect the state of
a space. The resulting perspective attempts to make digital information about a room

accessible for the user at a glance whilst reimagining the role of the door as a more active

Open SeSame
An exploration of our haptic sense in everyday digital doors

representative of the rooms it connects.

When you step back and observe, our world is full of different kinds of doors in-between
Linus Persson
Sweden
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“worlds”. Consider a door as a physical sheet connecting two dynamic worlds. This might

be an oven, fuse box, car door or the lid of your lap top. As this space for design open up, a
range new questions starts to appear. Perhaps this is what is most compelling of all.

E

E

Available

Ongoing Event

To Be Occupied
Most prominent was still the change of temperature in this context. One reason for this

might be that it is also by far the most alien. Temperature has a very subjective nature as
described in the report. Cold as friendly and fresh vs dismissive and uninhabitable.

Regarding the other properties, a high resistance in opening the door and pushing down

the handle seemed to be more universal for that something was ongoing inside whereas a
lighter door was free and available. This seemed also to be emphasized by the addition of
temperature.
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E

